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ON THE WEIGHTED L"-INTEGRABILITY
OF NONNEGATIVE .#-SUPERHARMONIC FUNCTIONS

SHIYING ZHAO

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. A weighted Z/-integrability of nonnegative .^-superharmonic func-

tions in the unit ball of C is studied in this paper. Our result is analogous

to an earlier result of Armitage (J. London Math. Soc. (2) 4 (1971), 363-373)

concerning the ZZ-integrability of superharmonic functions for balls in R''.

An example is given to show the sharpness of the result. Also, the weighted

Lp-integrability of the invariant Green's function for the unit ball of C is

obtained.

1. Introduction

In [2], Armitage studied the global integrability of superharmonic functions

in balls of Rd , and he proved the following

Theorem A. If s is positive and superharmonic in B(0, I) ç Rd, d > 2, and

0<p <d/(d- 1), then seLP(B(0, 1)), and

(1.1) /       sp(x)dx<A(d,p)sp(0),
JB(0,l)

where A(d, p) is a positive constant depending only on d and p .

The purpose of this paper is to prove the analogue of Theorem A on the unit

ball B of C". Our result is as follows (for the notation used in this section see

§2).

Theorem 1. Let u be a nonnegative JÍ-superharmonic function in the unit ball

B ofC", 0 < a < n/(n - 1), and 0 < p < 1 +a/n . Then, for each ae B there

exists a constant A(n, a, p, a), independent of u, such that

(1.2) [ (I - \z\2)a~lup(z) dv(z) < A(n , a, p, a)up(a).
Jb

In particular, u is LP-integrable on B with respect to the measure

(1 -\z\2)a~ldi/{z).
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Here u denotes the normalized Lebesgue measure on B so that v(B) = 1.

The unweighted case, i.e., when a = 1 , is most interesting for us. In this

case, we obtain the LP-integrability (0 </»<(« + 1)/«) of nonnegative JÍ-

superharmonic functions with respect to the Lebesgue measure v on B . Com-

paring C with M2", the upper bound of p in our case is (« + 1)/«, which

is strictly greater than 2«/(2« - 1), the upper bound of p in Theorem A if

« > 1. Of course, for « = 1, these two upper bounds coincide.

Using a similar method of proof as with Theorem 1, we obtain the following

result on the integrability of invariant Green's function on B .

Theorem 2. Let  G denote the invariant Green's function on  B.   Let a >

—n2/(n - 1) and p > 0. Then there exists a constant A(n, p, a) such that

(1.3) sup [ (I - \z\2)a~[Gp(z, w) dv(z) < A(n , p, a)
weB Jb

if and only if -a/n < p < n/(n - 1).

We remark that it has been observed in [3] that the invariant Green's function

G is //-integrable with respect to the invariant measure dx(z) :=

(1 - \z\2)~n~x dv(z) on B for 1 < p < n/(n - 1). This is a special case

of the last theorem with a — -n . Another interesting case is when a — 1 . In

this case, Theorem 2 asserts, in particular, that the invariant Green's function

G is integrable with respect to the Lebesgue measure v on B .

For the purpose of comparison, we would like to point out that it was proved

in [4] that, for a class of uniformly elliptic PDE's Green's functions of bounded

domains in M.d (d > 1) are ZZ-integrable for some p > d/(d- 1). In our con-

crete case, the invariant Laplace equation in B is no longer uniformly elliptic

(see [7, Theorem 4.1.3(ii)]). Nevertheless, we still have the best possible result

in this situation.

In §2 we explain the notation in this paper and recall a few preliminary facts

of potential theory in the unit ball of C" that are needed in the sequel. In §3 we

state several lemmas concerning estimates of some integrals and the invariant

Green's function on the unit ball of C . Proofs of these lemmas can either be

found in the references or follow easily from results that appear there. Based

on these estimates, we prove Theorems 1 and 2 in §4. We will follow the idea

of Armitage [2], but some different arguments will be used. Finally, in §5, we

give an example to show the sharpness of the upper bound of p in Theorem 1.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, « denotes a positive integer, and we will assume that

« > 1 . Our results will coincide with the one in R2" in the case of « = 1, as

we mentioned before.

For z, w e C" , set (z, w) :— Yj]=x zj™j and \z\2 '■= (z, z). For â > 0,

let Bó := {z eC: \z\ < 0} and Ss := {z e C: \z\ = 0}. The unit ball of C"
is then B := Bx , and the unit sphere of C" is S := Sx .

For each a e B, let <f>a denote the involutive automorphism of B for which

</>a(0) = a and <f>a o (¡>a(z) = z . We then have the identity [7, p. 26]
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For a given ô , 1 < ô < 1, and a e B , we set E(a, ô) := {z e B: \(j>a(z)\ <

ô} = (f>a(Bg). Then we have the change of variables formula,

(2.2) /        f(w)dv(w)= f A4>a{z))(    l~}U]2,l2)       dv(z)
JE(a,S) Jbs \\l-{a,Z)rJ

for every integrable function / on B . This follows from the usual change of

variables formula and the form of the real Jacobian of <fia at z e B [7, p. 28].

Now we recall that if Jf denote the group of holomorphic automorphisms of

B, then each y/ e ^# has a unique representation y/ = U o (¡>a for some a e B

and U G U(«), where U(«) denotes the group of unitary transformations of

C".
A lower semicontinuous function u: B —> (-oo, oo] is said to be ^-super-

harmonic in B if u ^ oo and it has the invariant-super-mean-value property

(2.3) u(a)>ju(MrO)dcx(Q

for all a e B and 0 < r < 1. Here a denote the rotation-invariant measure on

5 normalized so that a(S) — 1 . A function v is said to be JÍ-subharmonic if

-v is ^-superharmonic, and a function « is said to be Jl-harmonic if it is

both ^-superharmonic and „#-subharmonic.

From the definitions, it is easy to see that ^#-harmonic and .^f-super-

harmonic functions are ^-invariant, e.g., if u is ^#-superharmonic then zzo y/

is also ^#-superharmonic for any y/ e JÜ.

The invariant Poisson kernel on B is given by

(1 - \z\2Y
(2.4) P(z,C):=_L_i_U_,       zeB,teS.

For a measure to on 5,we write

(2.5) Pco(z):= [ P(z,C)dco(C).
Js

The invariant Green's function on B is given by

(2.6) G(z,w):=g(<f>z(w)),        z,weB,

where

(2.7) g(z):=c(n)       l   /2J,      dt
J\z\ l

for an appropriate positive constant c(n) depending only on « .

A nonnegative ^-superharmonic function on B is called an invariant poten-

tial if it has no positive Jt-harmonic minorant. As a consequence of Theorem

C, the invariant potentials are precisely the functions of the form

(2.8) Gp(z) := / G(z, w)dp(w)
Jb

for some nonnegative measure p on B so that Gp ^ oo, or equivalently, p

satisfies the condition

(2.9) /(l-|u;|2)"^(u;)<oo.
Jb

The following characterizations of ^#-harmonic and .^-superharmonic func-

tions are well known.
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Theorem B [7, Theorem 4.3.3.]. Suppose « is ^-harmonic in B. There exists

a finite measure co on S such that h = Pœ if and only if

(2.10) sup    f \h(K)\do(Q<oo.
\/2<r<lJS

Theorem C [9, Theorem 2.16]. If p is ¿if -superharmonic in B and satisfies

growth condition (2.10), then u = h + Gp, where « is the greatest J!-harmonic

minorant of u and p is a nonnegative measure on B satisfying condition (2.9).

3. Some lemmas

In what follows, we use A(a, ß, ...) or C to denote a positive constant

depending only on the constant a, ß, ... , not necessarily the same on any two

occurrences.

The proof of the following lemma is almost identical to [7, Proposition

1.4.10] and consequently is omitted.

Lemma 3. Let p, a, and ô be real numbers.

(1) If 0 < ô < 1 and a > -n, then there exists a constant A(n, a, a) such
that

(3.1) /(«, a, r, w) := js\X_r{¿w)\2(n+a)d(JU) ^ A(n,a,S)

for all w G B and 0 < r < ô.
(2) If p > 0 and a > -n/2, then there exists a constant A(n, a, p) such

that

f (I - \z\2)np+a~l

(3.2) J(n,a,p,w):= j  {   _ \^w)^2np dv(z) <A(n,a,p)

for all w G B if and only if -a/n < p < 1 + a/n .
(3) If p > 0 and a > -np, then there is a constant A(n, a, p) such that

(3.3) sup{ 1 - |^|2)^7(« ,a,p,w)}<A(n,a,p).
weB

The following estimates were observed in [9, 8].

Lemma 4. Let g be as defined by (2.7) and 0 < ô < 1. Then there exist
constants Cx and C2 depending only on « and ô such that

(3.4) g(w) >C,(1-M2)"    forallweB;

(3.5) g(w)<C2(\-\w\2)"    forallweB\Bs;

(3.6) Cx\w\~2{"-[) < g(w) < C2\w\-2{n-X)    for all w e~B¡.

The next lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4 and the definition

of the invariant Green's function on B .

Lemma 5. For the invariant Green's function G, there exists a constant A(n, ô)

such that

Í1 - Izl2)"
(3.7) G(z, w) < A(n , ô)G(0, w) n{   ,J [>

\l-(z,w)\'
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for all w G B, z e B\E(w, 3), and

1
(3.8) G(z,w)<A(n,3)G(0,w)-.

,(w)\2("-l)(l-\w\2)"

for all w e B, z e E(w, 3).

4. Proofs of the results

Before we start to prove Theorem 1, we remark that the positivity of the Jf-

superharmonic function u in the statement of Theorem 1 can be replaced by

a weaker, but somewhat technical hypothesis; namely, that u satisfies growth

condition (2.10). The latter always holds when our simple hypothesis is satisfied.

Now we begin with the special case of Theorem 1, where the function u is

.^f-harmonic.

Proposition 6. If h  is a nonnegative ^-harmonic in B,  a > 0,  0 < p <

1 + a/n, then there exists a constant A(n, a, p) such that

(4.1) I (1 - |z|2)a-'hp(z) dv(z) < A(n , a, p)hp(0) < ex.
Jb

Proof. By Theorem B, there exists a nonnegative finite measure œ on S such

that « = Pco, since h > 0. Notice that P(0, Ç) = 1 for all C e S, so that

(4.2) «(0) / dco(C).
J s

If 1 < p < 1 + a/n, then Holder's inequality, (4.2), and inequality (3.2)
imply that

/(l-|z|2)a-1«p(z)i/z/(z)
Jb

= j(\ - \z\2r~l [[JsP(z, C)dœ(C)J dv(z)

< j{\ - \z\2r~l j Qf dco(C)J  l jsPp(z, ()dco(o\ dv(z)

= hp~\0) ¡ J(n,a,p,Qdto(Q
J S

<A(n,a, p)hp-\0) f dco(C) = A(n , a, p)hp(0).

The change of order of integration is justified by Fubini's theorem, since P is

positive.

For the case of 0 < p < 1 , we apply Holder's inequality with respect to the
measure (1 - |z|2)a_1 dv(z) to get

/(l -|z|2)Q-'«"(z)iiz/(z)
Jb

< ( i(i - |z|2r-i«(z)izV(z)Y ( ¡(\ - \z\2r~i dv(z)\
\Jb J   \Jb j

<A(n,a,p)hp(0).   D
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Since every .^f-subharmonic function that satisfies growth condition (2.10)

has a least ^#-harmonic majorant by Theorem C, the following corollary is an

easy consequence of Proposition 6.

Corollary 1. If v is a nonnegative Jf-subharmonic function satisfying growth

condition (2.10), a > 0, and 0 < p < 1 + a/n, then

(4.3) / (1 - \z\2)a~1vp(z) dv(z) < oo.
Jb

Now we give the key estimate for the invariant Green's function, which leads

us to the integrability of nonnegative ^#-superharmonic functions.

Proposition 8. If -n/2 < a < n/(n - 1) and max{0, -a/n} < p < Ï + a/n,

then there exists a constant A(n, a, p) such that

r
(4.4) / (\-\z\2)a-lGp(z,w)dv(z)<A(n,a,p)Gp(0,w)

Jb

for all w e B.

Proof. Choose 3 = \ , and fix w e B. We divide the integral on the left side

of (4.4) into two parts

r r
/ (1 - \z\2)a~lGp(z, w)dv(z) = / (1 - \z\2)a~xGp(z, w)dv(z)

Jb Jb\e(w,S)

+ [        (l-\z\2)a~lGp(z,w)du(z).
Je(w,6)

By using (3.7) and (3.2), we have

/ (1 - \z\2)a-{Gp(z,w)du(z) < A(n)Gp(0, w)J(n , p, a, w)
Jb\E{w,S)

<A(n,a,p)Gp(0,w).

Now, (3.8), (2.1), (2.2), and (3.1) imply that

Je(
(1 -\z\2)a-lGp(z,w)du(z)

w ,S)

A(n)G"(0,w)  f (1 -|z|2)a-'f (1 - |z|2)Q_1

!E(W,ö)\K(z)\2^-^pdV{Z)(i-M2)""  Je(w,ö) \K(z)\2(n-')p

A(n)Gp(0,w)  f  (1 - \<f)w(z)\2r-1 (
jBs   izi2<«-»p    i,|i-^,z)i2;   av{z)(\-\w\2)"p   JBl        |z|2("-1)p        \\\-(w,z)\2,

r i\ - i*|2\*-i
A(n)Gp(0,w)(l-\w\2)"+a-np [   i  ,,,    n1,, |Z|, )Q    .,,, ^ ,dv(z)

... Jbs \z\2i"-l)p\i ~(w, z)|2("+a)

fS Jln-\t\ _ -2\a—1

= A(n)Gp(0,w) J   I(n,a,r,w)-¿2{n_l)p>-dr
io

<A(n,a,p)Gp(0,w),

where integration in polar coordinates has been used.    D

The last proposition has an interesting corollary, which follows easily from

Holder's inequality.
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Corollary 9. If f is a nonnegative and Lq(v)-integrable function in B, q >

« + 1, then

(4.5) lim Gf(z) = 0.

Here Gf(z) := JB G(z, w)f(w) dv(w).

Next, we look at the special case of Theorem 1 when u is an invariant

potential.

Proposition 10. // Gp is an invariant potential, 0 < a < n/(n - 1), and 0 <

p < 1 + a/n, then there exists a positive constant A(n, a, p) such that

(4.6) f (\ -\z\2)a-\Gp)p(z)dv(z) < A(n , a, p)(Gp)p(0).
Jb

Proof. If 1 < p < 1 + a/n, then this follows from Proposition 8 by the

continuous version of Minkowski's inequality with respect to the measure

(1 - |z|2)Q_1 dv(z). The general case then follows by applying Holder's in-

equality, as in Proposition 6.    D

Proof of Theorem 1. The second assertion follows from the first since the set
{a G B: u(a) = oo} has zero z/-measure (see [9, Corollary 2.17]). Also, as we

noticed before, it is enough to prove (1.2) in the case of 1 < p < 1 + a/n .

As a consequence of Theorem C, there exist nonnegative measures a> on S

and p on B such that u = Pa> + Gp. Therefore, (1.2) follows from Proposi-

tions 6 and 8 for a — o, by an application of Minkowski's inequality for the

L^-norm with respect to the measure (1 - |z|(2)Q~' dv(z).

For the case where a ^ 0, we use the invariant property of ^#-superharmonic

functions. Since the function u o (f>a is also ^#-superharmonic in B, we are

able to apply the previous result to uo<f)a. Now, by using the facts that 4>a o (f>a

is the identity map and 4>a(0) = a , we have

/.
(l-|z|(2)Q-V(z)¿z/(z)

=   ¡(\-\UUm2)a-\uo<f)a(z))du(z)
Jb

n+\

= j(l- \d>a(z)\2)a-l(u o 4>a)p(z) (uJJaUpJ dV{Z)

= (1 - \a\2r° \(u o ̂ y{z)n{l_-J^+a)du{z)

< A(n , a, p, a)up(z).

Here we have applied identity (2.1) and the estimate  |1 - (a, z)|~2("+a) <

A(n, a, a) for z e B. Thus, the theorem is established.   □

Proof of Theorem 2. Estimate (3.6) shows that the integral on the left-hand side

of (1.3) is infinite if p > «/(« - 1), similarly if p < -a/n by (3.4).

On the other hand, for fixed w e B and 3 = j, estimates (3.5) and (3.6)

give us

G(z,™)<W(1-H2)(1-|Z|2r
l-(z,w)|2      J
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for all z G B\E(w, 3) and

1
G(w, z)<A(n)

\4>2(w)\2("-
i)

for all z g E(w, 3). The same computation as in Proposition 6 shows that,

for -a/n < p < n/(n - 1),

( (\-\z\2)a-xG"(z,w)dv(z)
Jb

(\-\z\2)a-xGp(z,w)dv(z)
Jb^>B\E(w,6)

(l-\z\2)a-1Gp(z,w)du(z)IJE{w,c¿r.yuj,ö)

<A(n)(\ - \w\2)npJ(n, p, a, w)

+ A(n,p,a)(\- liol2)^1'" / r2(n-(n-\)p)-i dr<A(n,p, a)
Jo

for all w e B, where Lemma 3(3) has been applied.  This proves the asser-

tion.   D

5. An example

The following example shows that the result of Theorem 1 is best possible in

some sense. This example is taken from [8].

Let ex := (1, 0, ... , 0) eS, and let

Í1 - Izl2)"
(5.1) h(z) := P(z, ex) =

\l-(z,ex)\2"'

Then, as shown in [8, Example 3], for each ß,0<ß<l,hßisa nonnegative

./#-superharmonic function. (In fact, it was shown that «^ is an invariant

potential for all ß , 0 < ß < 1. Notice that « itself and constant functions are

.¿f-harmonic and hence ^#-superharmonic.)

According to Lemma 3(2), for 0 < ß < 1, we have

(5 2) j(\- \z\2)a-\h^)p(z)dv(z) = J(n,a, ßp,ex) = oo,
Jb

if either p > (n + a)/nß or p < -a/nß . From this we conclude that

(1) For 0 < a < (n + \)/n , we see that the upper bound 1 + a/n of p in

Theorem 1 is best possible by taking ß = 1 . (The case of a > (n + \)/n is not
really interesting.)

(2) For a < 0, say a = -e with e > 0. Then (5.2) holds for all p <
e/nß . Since 0 < ß < 1 is arbitrary, the number e/nß can be arbitrarily large.

Therefore, there exists a nonnegative ^#-superharmonic function that is not

IP -integrable for each p > 0 with respect to the measure (1 - |z|2)a_1 dv(z)

in the case of a < 0.
(3) In the case where a = 0, the harmonic function « given in (5.1) is not

Lx-integrable with respect to the measure (1 - |z|2)-l^zy(z). Moreover, since
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JB(l - \z\2)  ' dv(z) — oo, the harmonic function «° = 1 is not IP -integrable

for p > 0 with respect to the above measure.
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